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inform the Emperor in person, or ask the Emperor in
person, about something. Although this wasted much
time it was a clear and useful check upon the power of the
great Ras and Dedjazmatches. Ever so gradually at
Dessye they were allowed to filter into the Agency grounds
and say their piece.
It was the sight that I was used to in Addis Ababa . . .
the long line of petitioners squatting in the plain outside
the Great Gibbi, who wailed ec Abiet ! " until the volume
of sound penetrated the quarter of the Emperor's Justices.
The avenue marching steeply up the hill was flanked
with machine-guns and the Emperor's lorry-park, concealed
behind geraniums. At the top, in front of the Agency,
were the bare headquarters, two tents where ciphering,
radio transmission and reception, the publication of
communiques and the preparation of war strategies were
done by three men sitting on three chairs and working on
six wooden boxes. . . .
News was sparse, and when it came it was pinned to a
eucalyptus bole.
Colson had not gone to Dessye for nothing.
The day after my arrival that part of the Press which
was not climbing the mountains was summoned to the
Agency.
The Emperor was on his stoep with a document in
his hand. Holmes, of the Daily Worker and The Times,
Lowenthal, of Reuter, and Wallega, Colonel Otto Zettlin,
of the Lithuanian Government Press and the Lithuanian
Light Horse, Rasmussen, of the Danish Politiken, and
myself gathered in line below. Gallacher, of the Daily
Express, took a photograph of this literary flotsam and
jetsam. It was published under the caption, " The
Emperor addressing some of his men,55 and it looked rather
like it.
The statement which the Emperor made is, I think,
one of the best pieces of work that he and Colson did
together.
" We desire to state'' he read, " with all the solemnity and
firmness which the situation demands to-day that our willingness
to facilitate any pacific solution of this conflict has not changed.

